Consumer Trends Emerging Post Lockdown
• Consumers find modest joys in affordable indulgences
• Alcohol consumption largely takes place between 6pm and 10pm
• Shifts back to Pre-COVID behaviors indicates consumers are returning to typical
consumption occasions
Insights

Consumers find modest joys in affordable indulgences

IPOS Omnibus Wave 9 June 8th – July 1st I IPOS Essentials Report June 4-7 2020

 Consumers are finding
modest joys in affordable
indulgences. People who
view beer as a ‘treat’ are
more likely to pay more
than usual.
 44% of UK consumers
view beer as a ‘treat’.
 Globally, over the course
of the pandemic beer has
maintained it’s
substantial base.
 Consumption is
increasing for beer and
wine, whereas spirits
remain stable.

✓

On-Trade Outlets should
seek to stock highly
recognizable, premium
beer where there is a
focus on quality and
taste.

✓

On Trade Outlets should
seek to focus on the
value of products they
are servicing as opposed
to price.
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Alcohol consumption largely takes place between 6pm and 10pm

IPOS Omnibus Wave 9 June 8th – July 1st

 Across markets males
tend to have higher
number of alcohol
consumption occasions
per week
 Globally, alcohol
consumption largely
takes place between 610pm
 Females are more
inclined to enjoy a drink
with family, whereas
males are more inclined
to enjoy a drink with
friends
✓

On-Trade Outlets should
seek to facilitate
occasions that attract
males to come together
with family and females
to come together with
friends, thereby filling
the gaps.

✓

On-Trade Outlets should
focus on offering food
and drink offerings/deals
to entice consumers who
are used to drinking
between 6pm – 10pm
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Shifts back to Pre-COVID behaviors indicates consumers are returning to typical consumption occasions

IPOS Omnibus Wave 9 June 8th – July 1st

 There is significant
increase in socialized
drinking with friends (July
1st vs April 9th) suggesting
consumers are adjusting
back to normal behaviors.
 Consumers drinking with
family members have
increased their group
sizes slightly, suggesting
they are drinking more
socially with family
members outside their
home.
 Shifts back to Pre-Covid
behaviors indicates that
consumers are returning
to typical consumption
occasions.
 There has been a decline
in ‘relax’ occasions and
increases in ‘meal’ and
‘socialization’ occasions.

✓

On-Trade outlets should
seek to offer deals that
encourage friends to
come together for drinks,
a meal, or both.

✓

However, On-Trade
Outlets should still seek
to bring consumers
together safely as many
are fearful of a second
wave.
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